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T O U C H S T O N E

The underlying

principles

that guide our

journey.

 

 

VALUES

Radical Honesty
We agree to bring our
true authentic selves to

our partnership

Holistic
Community 

Art is more than
entertainment, it challenges,

opens, and engages an
audience with new and

diverse perspectives

Adaptability
We agree to bring our true 
authentic selves to this

partnership 

Creative Growth
We will challenge peoples’

perceptions of art -- what they
can do and see.

 

Vulnerability
 A necessity to establish radical honesty, 

which can only exist when we create 
a safe space for each other to

 speak and listen 



Enable performances to be accessible, engaging, and
interactive to a wider audience, not just the wealthy, narrow  
venues.

Establish an organization that can financially support our
Mission, without compromising our Values and commitments
to our performers. 

Support voices that have not been heard, in places that are
not as often visited, and to support them well.

Provide the opportunity for untested ideas and radical
concepts to be experienced.  

 

Touchstone:  Purpose

Our purpose of engaging in forming a
partnership is to relaunch Full Bodied Sound

with a solid foundation in order to:  
Leverage our complementary talents in events coordination and
talent networking with our holistic community values. 

Empower our ability to create opportunities for creative
performers with unique unconventional voices.



We want people to recognize that the creative arts
are for everyone, not just for a band of misfits,
where they provide a space where diversity is

celebrated and welcomed 
 

 This immersive and inclusive community transcends
standard societal boundaries boundaries  

 
 We aim to build a world where engaging in arts can
still ensure financial and job stability for artists who

wish to pursue their dreams, rather than making
them choose between stability and happiness. 

We envision a world where people view the
creative arts as an integral part of life; just

as important as any other part of their
personal development. 

 

Touchstone: Vision

 The
creative

arts should
be a

source of
peaceful

abundance
for both

the artists
and those
who wish

to see
them.



Touchstone:  Mission

To relaunch Full Bodied Sound as not just a partnership,
but within a friendship. We do not want to be bogged
down in legalese, a win/lose legal structure. We want

each of us as individuals, our friendship, and our
business to prosper together. We're not just business

partners, we’re human!
 

OUR MISSION...

2.) Provide security for those who
have a passion for the arts so that

they can pursue their goals. 

In service of this mission, we wil l . . .

3.) Incorporate modes of promotion that
are normally found in traditional

business models in order to popularize
the arts and foster stability for the

artists who wish to perfect their craft. 

1.) Democratize the creative arts in
order for people to see the value and

impact they can have on their individual
lives, and on society as a whole. 



REMINDERS.. .
Deception is the enemy of radical  honesty

Vulnerability is the foundation for trust

 
Mutual respect creates a safe space

for us to express our emotions 

Feelings can’t be separated from how we work.
“The best lessons are taught emotionally” - Cassie

Anger is a natural feeling, but uncontrolled anger is toxic

 
Dehumanizing behavior destroys safe spaces

 
Excessive Rigidity impedes creative growth

 
We all have bad days, but there will be no

Persistent Absence of Passion

When someone's effort is not respected, valued, or
reciprocated, it weakens our partnership.

 



Asking for a
Candle Conversation

Level 1 - URGENT URGENT URGENT
Level 2 - This is very important to me, let’s meet soon.
Level 3 - This is important, but can wait.
Level 4 - This is worth a conversation, but can wait.
Level 5 - This might be worth a conversation, and it can wait.

Use the call for a conversation to suggest candle scents!

Levels

When there is a desire for an ACED
conversation; the partner who is calling it will
email or text their partner with the heading
“Asking for a candle conversation”

The body of the message will include the level
of urgency corresponding to the scale below,
along with language such as:

“There is a specific challenge/conflict affecting me,
and I want your help. I am having a problem
with ___________. Can we meet soon to discuss?"

We call  a candle conversation to
empower the best versions of ourselves 
in order to encourage resolution. 

To be clear why we
want to meet

To wait to discuss
the matter at the
meeting

To accommodate a
meeting with
understanding and
patience.

We Agree:



The Candle Conversaton

The person who calls the
meeting will come with a
clear, written message to
focus our meeting’s intention.

 
We light the candles together
to show we are here for a
specific purpose: to Address
Change and Engage
Disagreement. Once the
candles are lit, we commit to
following the steps to
communicate and address
our issues.

 
When we are together, we
share this symbol and this
understanding as a sign of
our partnership. If we are far
apart, we agree to have
something that represents
our candles regardless of our
physical separation.

 

The Ritual
After lighting the candles together, we will
begin the meeting with a check in. Being in
touch with each other’s feelings along with
our own keeps us grounded to help us
express feelings in a healthy manner.

1.) Check In

As we begin our discussion, we commit to
first reminding ourselves of our guiding
principles by reflecting on our Values, Vision,
Mission, and Purpose. 

2.) Touchstone Reflection

When sharing, we will focus on using “I Feel...”
Statements, Not “I Feel You Are” Accusations
throughout the discussion. 

We recognize that both of our feelings and
perspectives are valid; this is a safe space for
open, honest communication to flow.  

While one person shares, the other should take
notes, providing the space for the speaker.

3.) Make Space For Our
Voices

4.) Listening And Mirroring
Listening to each other, taking notes to keep
track of feelings, and reflecting our
understanding to each other is meant to focus
our conversation.

Reach for "That’s Right!"
Find the Common Truth!

 



Any solution that we craft will include clear
language on how we will define “progress”
and “success” when we implement our plan. 

We agree to keep in mind other challenges
that are present in our lives when crafting a
solution for a path forward

5.) Solution Creativity

Affirmation Reflection: 
We will demonstrate our readiness to
commit to the solution. 

When we both say “Yes, that’s right,”. This
will also demonstrate we both have a clear
understanding of what our next step will be.

Following Up on Our Commitments: 

We commit to use language such as
“How are you doing? Do you need
help?” when following up on our
partner with their commitment to the
resolution. This will avoid tense
confrontation while also keeping each
other accountable. 

As part of our Candle Conversations,
we commit to monthly self reflections
by editing our ACED workbooks.
Doing this will help us observe how
we change as individuals in the
course of our relationship together. 

 “How can I address this challenge?”
“How can my partner address this challenge?”

“Let's blow out the candle”
indicates we are ready to move

forward.



"We Went to the
Doctor, but Need a

Second Opinion."
 

We commit to bringing in a third party
that is knowledgeable on a challenge that we're
facing and that we need help in addressing

This person should be outside our friend circles,
but also someone we can both vibe with.

We agree to share the responsibility in
researching to find this person.

Seeking Outside Help

We agree good faith participation in this
ACED/Candle Conversation process is a
condition precedent required before any

litigation can be fi led. 
 


